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Now even the smallest of fans can enjoy a book about their favorite sport. Rhyming riddles

accompanied by colorful artwork help introduce the game's simplest, most basic elements.
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This book was a little goofy with it's rhyming/riddles. I bought it for a friends baby shower gift, the

baby's room is baseball theme. The artwork was good enough but it's basically just a silly riddle on

one page and the next page has the answer ie. bat, ball, pitcher, ect. It was good enough but I

probably wouldn't buy one for our little guy. The construction and pages were sturdy like any other

good board book. I wouldn't say that it was a bad purchace, especially for the price.

I ordered this for my 2 1/2 year old grandson. It is suitable for this age, butI thought it would be more

detailed. Not much too read. Bright colorful pictures.A look inside option would have been nice.

Little Baseball is just right for little hands and eyes. We knew this book was a must for our two year

old nephew. We were playing shinny hockey with his brothers and cousins and he was wearing one

of his dad's oversized hockey glozes, holding it up and talking about his 'baseball glove'. Some

things you just gotta give in to! So the next week this book came out and our little hockey player got

what he really wanted . . . a little something about baseball to enjoy til it was warm outside enough



to play with a bat and ball again instead of a stick and puck!Three cheers to Brad Herzog for a

sweet little book that hits just the right note for kids and parents alike.

Bought this one and a few others in the series for my sons 1st birthday. They are a sturdy cardboard

and have bright pictures just like the photos showed. He can drop them chew on them and they

withstand the torture! Good product great price.

My 2 year old loves this series of books - he is a huge sports fan, and these are a great way to learn

about some of the words for each sport. He enjoys the rhymes but also the pictures - they are so

bright and have many details that he enjoys pointing out to me each time we read them. Would

highly recommend any of these books.

Brad Herzog has written a great book that is easy for beginning readers to enjoy. The whole book is

riddles that all focus on baseball. If your child loves baseball I truly believe they will like this book.

The riddles are simple enough that even the smallest of children will be able to get the answers. The

illustrations are bright, colorful and fun which will keep the attention of the readers as well.I wish this

book had been out when my sons were younger they would have loved it. Definitely check this book

out.

I love giving books as gifts especially for young children and your board books are so durable. They

come packaged in a box so they don't get bent. They box I got the first time got wrecked by popcorn

oil from another package. When I contacted about this, I had a new book they very next day. Way to

stand behind a product. I definitely will be a repeat customer.

I was really impressed with this board book. It was worded for my Toddler Grandson plus the words

were simple enough that my older Grandson can read it to his younger Brother too! Highly
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